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Language Prediction Is Reflected by Coupling between
Frontal Gamma and Posterior Alpha Oscillations
Lin Wang1,2,3, Peter Hagoort1, and Ole Jensen1,4
Abstract
■ Readers and listeners actively predict upcoming words dur-
ing language processing. These predictions might serve to
support the unification of incoming words into sentence con-
text and thus rely on interactions between areas in the lan-
guage network. In the current magnetoencephalography
study, participants read sentences that varied in contextual
constraints so that the predictability of the sentence-final
words was either high or low. Before the sentence-final words,
we observed stronger alpha power suppression for the highly
compared with low constraining sentences in the left inferior
frontal cortex, left posterior temporal region, and visual word
form area. Importantly, the temporal and visual word form
area alpha power correlated negatively with left frontal gamma
power for the highly constraining sentences. We suggest that
the correlation between alpha power decrease in temporal
language areas and left prefrontal gamma power reflects the
initiation of an anticipatory unification process in the language
network. ■
INTRODUCTION
Language comprehension requires the coordination of
brain activity associated with perception on a very fast
timescale. This might be facilitated by activating pre-
dicted input, thus giving language processing a head
start (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Van Petten & Luka,
2012; but see Huettig &Mani, 2016, for counter arguments).
Such a process would serve to support the unification of in-
coming words into sentence context (Hagoort, 2005, 2013).
Although prediction long has been considered to play an im-
portant role for cognition (Clark, 2013; Bar, 2009; Friston &
Kiebel, 2009; Rao & Ballard, 1999), little is known about the
neural mechanisms supporting predictions in language
processing.
Violation paradigms have been applied to study linguis-
tic preactivation by measuring brain responses to un-
expected words. For instance, context (e.g., “The day was
breezy so the boy went out to fly…”) was used to make
a particular word (e.g., “kite”) highly predictable (DeLong,
Urbach, & Kutas, 2005). Presenting the incorrect article
“an” instead of “a” elicited a larger N400 ERP component.
Because the magnitude of the N400 relates to the violation
of an expectation, this finding suggests that the sentence-
final word was preactivated, then allowing for the article
to be predicted. ERP effects reflecting predictions were
also observed when syntactic (Szewczyk & Schriefers,
2013; Van Berkum, Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, &
Hagoort, 2005; Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas, 2004) and ortho-
graphic predictions were violated (Brothers, Swaab, &
Traxler, 2015; Kim & Lai, 2012; Laszlo & Federmeier,
2011). Although these studies provide evidence for pre-
diction during language processing, they do not speak to
neuronal dynamics associated with the preactivation of
anticipated words.
Predictions require that incoming sensory information
is integrated with recent sentence context, but also
knowledge in general. Therefore, the unification process-
ing relies on the integration of memory and sensory in-
formation distributed in multiple brain regions. Neuronal
oscillations have been shown to play an important role in
coordinating distributed brain regions. Different fre-
quency bands (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma) have been
associated with various cognitive functions, such as work-
ing memory and long-term memory, attention, as well as
different aspects of language processing (for a review,
see Bastiaansen et al., 2012). Several studies have demon-
strated anticipatory effects as reflected by alpha power
modulation (Mayer, Schwiedrzik, Wibral, Singer, &Melloni,
2015; Spaak, Fonken, Jensen,& de Lange, 2015;Wöstmann,
Herrmann, Wilsch, & Obleser, 2015; Strauß, Wöstmann, &
Obleser, 2014; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Rohenkohl & Nobre,
2011). These findings are consistent with the view that
alpha suppression reflects engagement of task-relevant
brain regions (Payne & Sekuler, 2014; Jensen & Mazaheri,
2010; Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007). Beta oscilla-
tions have been proposed to relate to the top–down prop-
agation of predictions to hierarchically lower processing
levels (Friston, Bastos, Pinotsis, & Litvak, 2015; Lewis &
Bastiaansen, 2015), albeit the empirical evidence is scarce
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(Weiss & Mueller, 2012). In addition, low and middle
gamma has been related to matching of prediction and
bottom–up input, whereas high gamma has been asso-
ciated with prediction error or integration effort in general
(Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015). Moreover, it has been shown
that interactions between neuronal oscillations in differ-
ent frequency bands serve a functional role to integrate
information across different spatial and temporal scales
(Fries, 2005; Engel, Fries, & Singer, 2001).
It remains unclear which neural mechanisms support
language prediction. Only a few studies have directly in-
vestigated the neuronal dynamics associated with lan-
guage preactivation. In a picture–noun matching task,
Dikker and Pylkkänen (2013) found increased theta
band activity in left temporal, ventromedial prefrontal,
and visual cortex before a target word primed by highly
predictive pictures. Two recent studies asked participants
to name pictures in highly or low constraining sentence
contexts. Before the naming, they found suppression in
the alpha and beta bands over the left inferior frontal, left
temporal, and bilateral ventral premotor cortex in the
highly constraining contexts, which might reflect mem-
ory retrieval and motor preparation of spoken word
production (Piai, Roelofs, Rommers, & Maris, 2015; Piai,
Roelofs, & Maris, 2014). Also alpha power modulation
was observed during sentence comprehension for
strongly constraining contexts, indicating that the brain
recruits domain-general preparation mechanisms in lan-
guage prediction (Rommers, Dickson, Norton, Wlotko,
& Federmeier, 2016). Recently, Park, Ince, Schyns, Thut,
and Gross (2015) found that top–down predictions sup-
ported by frontal cortex modulate speech–brain coupling
in auditory cortex during intelligible speech perception.
Overall, the research on oscillations involved in language
prediction is sparse, and thus, oscillatory dynamics in
different frequency bands subserving language prediction
remains poorly understood.
In the present magnetoencephalography (MEG) study,
participants read sentences in which the sentence-final
words were predictable or not depending on the sen-
tence context. In addition, the sentence-final words were
either congruent or incongruent relative the sentence
contexts. Different outcomes can be expected. First,
the preactivation of linguistic information before the
sentence-final word might engage language-related brain re-
gions, resulting in greater alpha power suppression (Payne
& Sekuler, 2014; Jensen, Bonnefond, & VanRullen, 2012).
In addition, stronger beta activity might be expected for
the highly constraining condition (Friston et al., 2015; Lewis
& Bastiaansen, 2015). Moreover, there might be stronger
high gamma power in response to the unexpected than
the expected sentence-final words if the prediction error
is reflected in the high gamma band. As we will demon-
strate, we observed robust modulations in the gamma
and alpha bands. This motivated investigating the cross-
frequency interregional interactions between these bands
to identify the dynamics reflecting functional connectivity.
METHODS
Participants
Thirty-four university students (mean age = 24 years old,
range 20–35 years; 13 men) served as paid volunteers.
They were all right-handed native Dutch speakers with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of them
had dyslexia or any neurological impairment. They signed
a written consent form according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. The data of two participants (one woman) were
excluded because of severe metal-related artifacts from
dental work. The final set of participants therefore con-
sisted of 32 participants (mean age = 24 years old, range
20–35 years; 12 men).
Stimulus
We manipulated the semantic constraint of sentence con-
texts as well as the semantic congruency of sentence-final
words of 240 sentences (see Table 1 for two examples).
As for the semantic constraint manipulation, each sen-
tence pair differed only in one word (i.e., the critical
word), which was at least two words preceding the tar-
get word. Following the sentence context, the target
word could be predicted in the highly constraining
(HC) context, whereas it was not the case in the low con-
straining (LC) context. The semantic constraint of con-
texts was measured in two rounds of cloze probability
Table 1. Examples of Two Items in Four Conditions
1. High/low constraining (HC/LC), congruent/incongruent (C/IC)
HC-C/IC: Hij gaf haar een ketting voor haar verjaardag/borstel.
(He gave her a necklace for her birthday/brush.)
LC-C/IC: Hij gaf haar een ticket voor haar verjaardag/borstel.
(He gave her a ticket for her birthday/brush.)
2. High/low constraining (HC/LC), congruent/incongruent (C/IC)
HC-C/IC: Om de cellen te kunnen zien gebruikte hij een
microscoop/kathedraal.
(To see the cells he used a microscope/cathedral.)
LC-C/IC: Om de objecten te kunnen zien gebruikte hij een
microscoop/kathedraal.
(To see the objects he used a microscope/cathedral.)
Statement: Hij gebruikte een apparaat om iets te kunnen zien.
(He used a device to see something.)
The examples were originally in Dutch, with the sentence-final words
underlined. The critical words that create different contextual con-
straints are in bold. The target words are underlined. The English trans-
lations are given in brackets below the original Dutch materials. An
example of the statement (which required a YES answer) was provided
for Example 2.
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test (34 participants in each round). The participants
were asked to complete the sentences missing the last
word with the first word that came to mind. The semantic
constraints of the contexts were quantified by the per-
centage of the participants who filled in the same word
for each sentence in each condition. In the end, the HC
sentences have higher contextual constraints than the LC
sentences: mean (SE) = 86% (1.9%) and 28% (1.8%), re-
spectively; t(478) = 62.27, p< .001 (item-based analysis).
As for the semantic congruency manipulation, the con-
gruent sentence-final words were replaced with words
that made the sentences incongruent (IC) in both the
HC and LC conditions. The semantic congruency was
measured in a sentence plausibility test by a different
group of 32 participants. They were asked to rate the
plausibility of each sentence on a scale from 1 (highly im-
plausible) to 7 (highly plausible). Then, we averaged the
plausibility ratings across sentences within each condi-
tion and each participant, which entered ANOVA that con-
tained two within-subject factors (Contextual Constraint ×
Congruency). The congruent (C) sentences were rated to
be more plausible than the IC sentences (main effect of
Congruency: F(1, 31) = 7011.81, p < .001). The plausi-
bility difference between the IC and C sentences was
larger for the HC sentences than for the LC sentences, as
supported by the interaction between Context and Con-
gruency (F(1, 31) = 150.82, p < .001). The mean and SE
of the ratings in the four conditions were as follows: HC/C:
6.49 (0.09), HC/IC: 1.59 (0.10), LC/C: 5.79 (0.12), LC/IC:
1.94 (0.12). Moreover, the IC and C words were matched
on word category, animacy, word frequency (F(1, 239) =
1.710, p = .192; the mean (SE) was 38.662 (14.106) and
57.156 (37.367), respectively, based on the Dutch
SUBTLEX-NL database; Keuleers, Brysbaert, & New,
2010), as well as word length (F(1, 239) = 2.352, p =
.126; the mean (SE) was 5.796 (0.345) and 5.962 (0.361),
respectively).
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a dimly illumi-
nated, magnetically shielded room. They were seated in
a comfortable chair under the MEG helmet, facing a
projected screen at approximately 80 cm distance. The
stimuli were presented in gray color on a black back-
ground on the screen, with a font size of 36 for the words
and of 30 for the probe statements. A trial started with a
blank screen (duration 1600 msec), followed by a sen-
tence that was presented word by word. Each word
was presented for 200 msec, with an ISI of 800 msec
(Figure 1). The last word ended with a period. To ensure
that participants read for comprehension, they were re-
quired to judge the correctness of a statement following
the sentence by pressing one of two buttons in 20% of
the trials. The statement referred to the semantic con-
tent of the sentence, but not the semantic violations.
In the remaining trials, a Dutch word “VOLGENDE”
(meaning “NEXT”) appeared on the screen, and partici-
pants were instructed to press a third button. The probe
question and the “NEXT” signal followed 1600 msec after
the presentation of the last word. All responses were
required to be delivered within 5000 msec. After a re-
sponse, the next trial began. The adding of the compre-
hension task might have encouraged the participants to
make predictions and thus allowed us to better observe
the prediction effect. Participants were asked not to
move or blink when individual words appeared, but
they were encouraged to blink during the presentation
of the questions.
Participants read 240 sentences in a pseudorandom
order. No more than three sentences of the same condi-
tion were presented in succession. The 240 sentences in
one list were divided into 12 blocks (24 trials per block),
with each block lasting about 5 min. Between each block,
there was a small break, after which participants could
start the next block by informing the experimenter.
The whole experiment took about 1.5 hr, including par-
ticipants’ preparation, instructions, and a short practice
session consisting of 12 sentences.
Data Acquisition
MEG signals were recorded with 275 axial gradiometers
(CTF Omega system, CTF Systems Inc., Port Coquitlam,
Canada). In addition, the horizontal and vertical EOG as
well as electrocardiography were recorded to later dis-
card trials contaminated by eye movements, blinks, and
heart beats. The ongoing MEG and EOG signals were
low-pass filtered at 300 Hz, digitized at 1200 Hz, and
stored for offline analysis. To measure the head position
with respect to the axial gradiometers, three coils were
placed at anatomical landmarks of the head (nasion, left
and right ear canal). Head position was monitored in real
time (Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013).
MRIs of 30 participants were obtained with a 1.5-T or 3.0-T
Siemens system (Berlin, Germany), with markers attached
in the same position as the head coils. The MRIs were
aligned to the MEG coordinate system according to the
anatomical landmarks.
Figure 1. Illustration of the procedure and an example of the stimuli.
A trial started with a blank screen (duration 1600 msec). Then the
sentences were presented word-by-word (200 msec/word + 800 msec
blank). The sentence was either followed by a probe question (20% of
the trials) or a “NEXT” signal 1600 msec after the presentation of the
last word. All responses were required to be delivered within 5000 msec.
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Data Preprocessing
Data were analyzed using the Fieldtrip software package,
an open-source Matlab toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris,
& Schoffelen, 2011). We analyzed the time window pre-
ceding and following the target words to examine the
anticipatory and integration effects, respectively. First,
the MEG data were segmented into trials starting 2 sec
before and ending 2 sec after the onset of the target
words. A third-order synthetic gradiometer correction
was applied to remove noise from the environment. Trials
contaminated with muscle or MEG jump artifacts were
identified and removed using a semiautomatic routine.
After that, we performed independent component analy-
sis (ICA; Jung et al., 2000; Bell & Sejnowski, 1995) to the
data and removed ICA components associated with
the eye movement and cardiac-related activities from
the MEG signals. These ICA components were identified
by comparing them with the EOG and electrocardiog-
raphy recordings. Finally, we inspected the data visually
and removed any remaining artifacts. In the end, on aver-
age 96% of trials were kept, with equal numbers of trials
for the four conditions (all ps > .19).
Time–Frequency Representations of Power
The time–frequency representations (TFRs) of the single
trials were calculated in two different, partially over-
lapping frequency ranges. In the low-frequency range
(2–30 Hz), a 500-msec Hanning window was applied in
frequency steps of 2 Hz and time steps of 10 msec. In
the high-frequency range (25–100 Hz), a multitaper ap-
proach was used (Mitra & Pesaran, 1999). Power esti-
mates were computed with a 200-msec time-smoothing
and a 10-Hz frequency-smoothing window in 5-Hz fre-
quency steps and 50-msec time steps. The TFRs were
calculated at each sensor location for the vertical and
horizontal planar gradient and then averaged, as planar
gradient maxima are strongest above neural sources
(Bastiaansen & Knösche, 2000). Then we averaged the
planar gradient TFRs of the trials separately for different
conditions and for each participant (i.e., HC and LC
conditions during the prediction period, IC and C con-
ditions during the integration period). The TFRs were
log10-transformed, and the difference between condi-
tions was obtained by subtraction (“log ratio”). Because
of temporal smearing, any given time point in the result-
ing TFR is a weighted average of the time window of
±250 msec. To avoid any power leakage from the evoked
response to the target words (presented at time 0) and
their preceding words (presented at time −1 sec and
lasted for 0.2 sec), we constrained the TFR analysis to
the time window from −550 to −250 msec relative to
the target words onset to examine the prediction effect
(HC vs. LC). After the target words were presented, we
analyzed the whole time window (0–1000 msec) to exam-
ine the congruency effect (IC vs. C). To rule out the pos-
sibility that the anticipatory effect was caused by the
different words presented in the context (i.e., the critical
words that created different contextual constraints), we
also analyzed the critical words with a similar approach.
Event-related Field Analysis
The event-related fields (ERFs) of the four conditions
were obtained by averaging the trials separately for each
condition with a−200 to 0 msec baseline correction. The
ERFs were calculated for both axial and planar gradient
data. On the basis of previous literature (Wang, Zhu, &
Bastiaansen, 2012; Halgren et al., 2002) and visual inspec-
tion, we constrained our analysis of the N400m to the
300–600 msec time window. The averaged values of the
planar gradient within this time interval entered the sta-
tistical analyses.
Source Analysis
To estimate the sources of the observed TFR effects (HC vs.
LC, IC vs. C), we used a beamforming approach, Dynamic
Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS; Gross et al., 2001).
The DICS algorithm computes a spatial filter from a lead
field matrix and the cross-spectral density matrix (CSD) of
the data from the axial gradiometers. To obtain the lead
field for each participant, we first spatially coregistered the
individual anatomical MRI to sensor space MEG data by
identifying fiducials in the nasion and the two ears. Then,
a realistically shaped single-shell head model was con-
structed based on the segmented anatomical MRI for
each participant (Nolte, 2003). After that, each brain vol-
ume was divided into a grid spaced 10 mm apart and
warped to the template Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) brain (Montreal, Quebec, Canada), after which
the lead field was calculated for each grid point (Nolte,
2003). The MNI template brain was used for two partici-
pants who did not come back for the MRI scan. On the
basis of the sensor-level results of the target words (see
the Alpha and Beta Effects Preceding the Target Words
section), the CSD was computed for two frequency bands
(centering at 10 Hz, with ±2 Hz spectral smoothing for
alpha band; centering at 70–80 Hz with ±10 Hz spectral
smoothing for gamma band) within the time windows
(relative to target word onset) that showed significant
effects (−600 to −200 msec and 450–1000 msec for alpha
band, −600 to −200 msec for beta band, 150–650 msec
for gamma band). Note that the width of the time window
in the prediction period (−600 to−200msec) was selected
to obtain a ±2 Hz spectral resolution. A common spatial
filter was constructed by combining the CSDs of the two
conditions. The power at each grid point was estimated
by applying the common filter to the Fourier transformed
data of the contrasting conditions (HC and LC, IC and
C) separately. The estimated power in “source space” was
averaged over trials and then log10-transformed. The
power difference between conditions was estimated by
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subtracting the log10-transformed power (“log ratio”). For
visualization purposes, the grand-averaged grid was inter-
polated onto the MNI template brain (Figures 3C, E, 6C,
and 7C).
Cross-frequency Connectivity
On the basis of the source analysis, we defined three
ROIs by selecting the grid points that showed the largest
alpha power modulation: left inferior frontal, left middle
temporal region, as well as left fusiform (see Alpha and
Beta Effects Preceding the Target Words section). We ex-
amined cross-frequency connectivity by correlating the
alpha and gamma power from the three ROIs over trials
separately for the HC and LC conditions. We first calcu-
lated the alpha power (8–12 Hz) of the three ROIs for
each trial using the DICS approach (multitaper). Like-
wise, we calculated the gamma power between 60 and
90 Hz (multitaper, 70–80 Hz with ±10 Hz spectral
smoothing). After that, the correlation between alpha
power and gamma power was calculated across trials
for the HC and LC conditions separately (i.e., power–
power correlation as indicated in Jensen & Colgin, 2007,
as well as Mazaheri, Nieuwenhuis, van Dijk, & Jensen,
2009). The alpha and gamma power was obtained in the
prediction time window (i.e.,−600 to−200 msec) preced-
ing the target words. Following the presentation of the
target words, the alpha and gamma power was estimated
respectively in the time windows of 150–650 msec and
450–1000 msec. We examined both the prediction and
the integration periods, because we expected the connec-
tivity to be modulated by predictability in both intervals.
Then, we quantified the significance of the correlations
by performing a cluster-based permutation test between
the whole-brain correlation values against zero.
Cluster-based Permutation Statistics
We performed cluster-based permutation tests (Maris &
Oostenveld, 2007) across participants for the TFR and the
source results to control for multiple comparisons over
time and space On the basis of previous literature (Friston
et al., 2015; Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015; Spaak et al., 2015),
we statistically quantified the alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (16–
20 Hz), and gamma (60–90 Hz) power differences between
the HC and LC conditions as well as between the IC and
C conditions across subjects. For each “voxel” of the
observed data (i.e., sensor or Sensor × Time for sensor-
level TFR analysis; x/y/z grid point for source–space analy-
sis), we computed the mean difference between conditions.
The mean difference was computed both for the observed
data and for 1000 permutations obtained for relabeled con-
ditions. Based on the per-voxel permutation distribution of
the descriptives thus obtained, we thresholded the ob-
served values with the 95th percentile of this distribution
to obtain cluster candidates. For each permutation, the
cluster candidate with the highest sum of voxel-level de-
scriptives was added to the permutation distribution of
cluster statistics. The sum of descriptives for each ob-
served cluster candidate was compared with this permuta-
tion distribution to assess significance for each cluster.
Clusters falling in the highest or lowest 2.5th percentile
were considered significant.
RESULTS
Participants were asked to read sentences that were visu-
ally presented one word at a time (Figure 1). The sen-
tence context was either highly constraining (HC) or
low constraining (LC) with respect to the sentence-final
word. The sentence-final word was either congruent
(C) or incongruent (IC) relative to the preceding context.
Therefore, a full factorial design comprising context (HC,
LC) and congruency (C, IC) was used, with 60 trials in
each condition. Participants were asked to judge the cor-
rectness of statements in 20% of the sentences. They made
slightly more accurate responses in the C condition than in
the IC condition (main effect of congruency: F(1, 31) =
4.394, p = .044, η2 = .124; mean (SE) = 98.7% (0.2%),
98.3% (0.3%), 98.3% (0.3%), and 97.6% (0.3%) respectively
for the HC/C, HC/IC, LC/C, and LC/IC conditions). The
overall high accuracy suggests that the participants care-
fully read the sentences for comprehension. In addition,
no difference was found in the RT: mean (SE) = 1318msec
(96 msec), 1330 msec (102 msec), 1298 msec (96 msec),
and 1334 msec (102 msec) respectively for the HC/C,
HC/IC, LC/C, and LC/IC sentences; all p values > .150.
Alpha and Beta Effects Preceding the Target Words
Although the sentences were presented, the ongoing
MEG was recorded in 32 participants. Figure 2 presents
the raw TFRs of power averaged across all conditions for
a representative left posterior sensor (shown in the to-
pography). Note that the power is calculated for the syn-
thetic planar gradients. The presentation of each word
induced both alpha and gamma power modulations. To
quantify the consequences of prediction, we compared
the TFRs of the alpha (8–12 Hz), beta (16–20 Hz), and
gamma (60–90 Hz) band activity for the HC and LC con-
ditions in the interval just before the presentation of the
final word (−550 to −250 msec). As seen in six repre-
sentative sensors (see Figure 3B for location), the alpha
power in the HC condition was lower than in the LC
condition. The effect was clearly left-lateralized (see
Figure 3B for the topographic distribution). A cluster-
based permutation test revealed significant left ( p <
.002) and right clusters ( p = .038). In addition, the beta
power (16–20 Hz) was lower in the HC condition than in
the LC condition over left frontal and temporal regions
( p = .004; Figure 3D). No significant differences were
observed in the gamma band.
We then applied a beamformer approach to identify
the sources. Two significant clusters were identified for
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the alpha effect (Figure 3C). The first cluster shows stron-
ger alpha power suppression for the HC condition than
for the LC condition in the left inferior frontal cortex
(LIFC), extending to ventromedial pFC ( p < .002). The
second cluster shows alpha modulation in the left poste-
rior temporal region, which extends to the visual word
form area (VWFA), the left hippocampus (but the maxi-
mum activation was more toward the surface of the tem-
poral cortex), and the right cerebellum ( p = .032). The
left-hemisphere modulations seen in the sources and
the bilateral modulation at the sensor level might be ex-
plained by reduced sensitivity of the cluster-based per-
mutation test at the source level. The sources of the
beta depression (16–20 Hz) were estimated to left pos-
terior temporal regions, extending to VWFA and the left
angular region (Figure 3E; p = .012). The source locali-
zations of the beta depression partly overlapped with
the source of the alpha depression. Given a possible
harmonic relationship between the alpha (8–12 Hz)
and beta (16–20 Hz) frequency bands, the beta suppres-
sion might partly reflect similar cognitive processes as
the alpha suppression.
To exclude the possibility that the observed effects
preceding the target words were merely carried over
from the critical words that created different semantic
constraints, we also tested the TFR difference induced
by the critical words (i.e., the words that defined different
constraints in the contexts). We found increases in theta
(2–6 Hz) and low beta power (16–20 Hz) after the critical
word onset in the HC condition compared with the LC
condition in the 400–1000 msec time window (Figure 4).
The different effects between the critical words and the
target words suggest that the prediction effect observed
preceding the target words was not a prolonged effect
following the critical words.
Evoked and Induced Effects following
Target Word Onsets
We also calculated the ERFs of the four conditions.
Figure 5A shows the planar gradient of the ERFs time-
locked to the onset of the sentence-final words. The IC
words elicited a larger N400m than the C words (main
effect of Congruence: p < .002). The violation effect
was stronger in the HC condition (HC/IC vs. HC/C: p <
.002) than in the LC condition (HC/IC vs. HC/C: p <
.002), as supported by a significant interaction between
Congruency and Context ( p = .01). In addition, the con-
gruent words in the HC condition elicited a significantly
smaller N400m compared with the LC condition (HC/C vs.
LC/C: p= .01), whereas no significant difference was found
between the incongruent words in the HC and LC condi-
tions ( p = .124). Our data are compatible with previ-
ously reported ERP effects (Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012;
Federmeier, Wlotko, De Ochoa-Dewald, & Kutas, 2007).
Figure 5B shows the topographical distribution of the
semantic violation effect (the N400m effect) in the 300–
600 msec time window of the axial and planar gradient.
The N400m effect of the axial gradient showed a strong
dipolar pattern over the left hemisphere and a weaker di-
polar pattern over the right hemisphere, which confirmed
the left-hemisphere dominance of the N400m effect.
Next, we quantified the modulation of oscillatory ac-
tivity with respect to congruency of the sentence-final
words. Figures 6A and 7A show the contrast between
the IC and C words after the presentation of the sentence-
final word for six representative sensors. The alpha and
gamma power differences between the IC and C condi-
tions were statistically tested in 0–1000 msec interval
Figure 2. TFRs of power collapsed over conditions at one left posterior
sensor (MLO33, indicated by circles on topographic plots). The target
word started at 0 sec. The presentation of words (−1 to −0.8 sec and
0–0.2 sec) induced initial alpha power suppression and gamma power
increase. Note that the effect of the second to the last word is also
present. (A) TFR in the low-frequency band without baseline correction
(top) andwith a relative (−0.75 to−0.25 sec) baseline correction (bottom).
(B) TFR in the high-frequency band with relative power change
compared with the baseline period (−0.75 to −0.25 sec).
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(not averaged over time) using the cluster randomization
approach. After identifying the time windows that showed
significant effects, we averaged the data in this time inter-
val. The IC words resulted in a stronger decrease in alpha
power (8–12 Hz) compared with the C words in the 450–
1000 msec interval over left temporal and bilateral visual
cortex. The topography of this effect was highly robust
(Figure 6B; main effect of congruency; p < .002). In addi-
tion, the modulation in the alpha band in response to the
congruency was more prominent in the HC condition
than in the LC condition, as supported by a significant
interaction between congruency and context ( p <
.002). The source localization of the alpha band modula-
tion (IC vs. C) revealed regions in left inferior temporal
cortex, bilateral occipital cortex, as well as bilateral cere-
bellum ( p < .002; Figure 6C).
Subsequently, we investigated the congruency effect
in the higher-frequency bands. We found that the IC com-
pared with C words induced stronger gamma power (60–
90 Hz) in the 150–650 msec interval (Figure 7A) in sensors
over the left temporal and frontal cortices (Figure 7B; p =
.018). The sources of the gamma modulation (IC vs. C)
were located in the left frontal and temporal cortices as
well as in the right middle temporal cortex (Figure 7C).
Note that, albeit the effect was significant at sensor level,
it was not significant at source level. Note that we need
to keep in mind that the source-level statistical results
mainly inform us how likely the two conditions differ in
the ROIs. We further compared the gamma power across
four conditions. As shown in Figure 7D, the induced
gamma power in the HC/IC condition was not stronger
compared with the LC/IC condition, even though the pre-
diction error in the HC/IC condition was the greatest.
Relationship between Alpha and Gamma Power
To characterize the functional connectivity between brain
regions, we conducted power–power correlation analysis
Figure 3. The TFRs of power contrast between the highly (HC) and low
constraining (LC) contexts preceding the presentation of the sentence-
final words at six selected sensors (as indicated in B). (A) The HC
context included stronger alpha power suppression than the LC context
particular in the sensors over the left hemisphere. (B) Topographic
distributions of the alpha effect in the time window of −0.55 to
−0.25 sec (see box in MLF 35). The clusters of sensors that showed
a significant difference are highlighted with black dots. (C) Source
localization results of the alpha effect (HC minus LC) in the prediction
period. The results are masked by statistically significant clusters. The
results are shown both on the transverse plane (Talairach coordinates:
z=2.5mm) and the coronal plane (Talairach coordinates: y=−41.5mm)
as well as projected to the cortical surface. The alpha suppression for
the HC contexts was estimated to the LIFC, left posterior temporal region,
VWFA, left hippocampus, as well as right cerebellum (not shown in the
cortical surface plot). (D) Topographic distributions of the beta power
modulations (16–20 Hz) in the −0.55 to −0.25 sec time window. The
clusters of sensors that showed significant difference are highlighted
with black dots. (E) Source localization results of the beta effect (HC
minus LC) in the prediction period. The results are masked by statistically
significant clusters. They are shown both on the coronal plane (Talairach
coordinates: y = −41.5 mm) as well as projected to the cortical surface.
The sources of the low beta modulation were estimated to left posterior
temporal regions, extending to VWFA and left angular region.
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across alpha and gamma frequency bands. We first asked
which activity correlated with the alpha power depressed
in the VWFA. This was done by calculating the correlation
coefficient over trials between alpha power in the refer-
ence regions (i.e., VWFA; identified in Figure 3C) with the
gamma power at all other locations. Before the sentence-
final word (−600 to −200 msec), alpha power in the
VWFA correlated negatively over trials with gamma power
in left inferior and middle frontal cortex in the HC condi-
tion ( p = .014; left) but not in the LC condition (right).
This effect was statistically evaluated by a cluster random-
ization approach (see Methods) controlling for multiple
Figure 5. The ERFs elicited by the target words. (A) ERFs (planar
gradient) elicited by the target words in the four conditions (congruence
in highly constraining cortex: HC/C; incongruent in highly constraining:
HC/IC; congruence in low constraining: LC/C; incongruent in low
constraining: LC/IC) at six selected sensors (as indicated in B). The IC
words elicited a larger N400m than the C words in the time window of
0.3–0.6 sec, with a greater congruency effect in the HC context than in
the LC context. (B) Topographic distributions of the observed N400m
effect for both axial and planar gradient data. The congruency effect was
distributed over bilateral frontal/temporal sensors, with left hemisphere
dominance.
Figure 4. The contrast between the highly (HC) and lowly constraining
(LC) conditions after the presentation of the critical words that create
different contextual constraints. (A) Difference in TFRs of power at
six selected sensors (as indicated in B). The words for the HC context
included stronger theta and low beta power than the words in the LC
context particular in MLF 35 and MRF 35. (B) Topographic distributions
of the theta and beta effects in the time window of 0.4–1.0 sec (see boxes
in MLF 35). The clusters of sensors that showed significant difference
are highlighted with black dots. The stronger power increases for HC
than LC were dominated by the frontal region and right hemisphere.
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comparisons of correlation values (tested against zero)
over all the grid points in brain volume.
After the target words were presented, the left VWFA
alpha power continued to be negatively correlated with
the gamma power over the bilateral prefrontal and right
posterior temporal regions in the HC contexts ( p < .002;
cluster-based randomization approach) but not in the LC
condition (Figure 8B). This demonstrates that the VWFA
and the left pFC were functionally connected, as revealed
by anticorrelation in the alpha–gamma band when a given
word can be anticipated. This effect was sustained also
after word presentation.
Next, we used the left temporal cortex (identified in
Figure 3C) as reference regions (Figure 9). The left tem-
poral alpha power correlated negatively over trials with
the gamma power over the superior medial frontal and
left prefrontal regions in the HC condition ( p = .022). In
the LC condition, there was a negative correlation with
gamma power in the superior medial frontal region, but
not in the left prefrontal region ( p= .024; Figure 9A). After
the target words were presented, the alpha power in the
left temporal region negatively correlated with the gamma
power over the left prefrontal, right superior parietal, and
occipital regions only in the HC contexts ( p < .002),
whereas no correlation was found in the LC condition
(Figure 9B).
Finally, when alpha power in the LIFC (identified in
Figure 3C) served as reference (Figure 10), the HC con-
dition did not produce a significant alpha–gamma power
correlation, whereas the LC contexts resulted in a signif-
icant negative alpha–gamma correlation over the right
parietal and occipital cortex ( p = .006; Figure 10A). Af-
ter the target words were presented, the alpha power
in the left inferior frontal region negatively correlated
with the gamma power over right parietal, temporal,
and visual cortex only in the HC contexts ( p < .002;
Figure 10B).
To substantiate the connectivity results, we also calcu-
lated the power–power correlation over trials between
the left inferior frontal gamma and the alpha power. Before
the target words were presented, the HC condition in-
duced a marginally significant negative gamma–alpha cor-
relation in the left inferior temporal and right visual cortex
( p = .080), whereas the LC condition induced a signifi-
cant negative gamma–alpha correlation in the right infe-
rior frontal and temporal regions ( p = .018; Figure 11A).
After the target words were presented, the HC condition
induced a significant negative gamma–alpha correlation
in bilateral visual cortex ( p= .006), whereas the LC context
induced a significant negative gamma–alpha correlation in
the right posterior temporal region ( p= .008; Figure 11B).
The results further demonstrate the negative correlation
between the left frontal gamma power and the temporal
and visual alpha power in the HC rather than in the LC
condition.
In summary, when the sentence final words could be
anticipated, the left pFC became functionally connected to
Figure 6. The TFRs of power contrast between the incongruent (IC)
and congruent (C) words after the presentation of the sentence-final
words in the low-frequency band at six selected sensors (as indicated
in B). (A) The IC words induced stronger alpha power suppression
than the C words over temporal and posterior sensors, which were
dominated by the left hemisphere. (B) Topographic distributions of the
alpha effect in the time windows that showed significant differences
(see box in MLO 33). The clusters of sensors that showed significant
difference are highlighted with black dots. (C) Source localization
results of the alpha effect (IC minus C) after the presentation of the
sentence-final words. The results are masked by statistically significant
clusters. The results are shown on the coronal plane (Talairach
coordinates: y = −67.5 mm) as well as projected to the cortical surface.
The alpha suppression for the IC words was estimated to left temporal
cortex, bilateral occipital cortex as well as bilateral cerebellum (not
shown in the cortical surface plot).
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the VWFA and the left temporal cortex. This was revealed
as anticorrelation between gamma and alpha power.
DISCUSSION
We have identified neural mechanisms involved in lan-
guage prediction. In the time interval when the last word
could be anticipated, we observed stronger alpha and
beta power suppressions for highly (HC) compared with
low constraining (LC) contexts. The sources of the alpha
suppression were localized to the language network in-
cluding the LIFC, the left posterior temporal region,
and the VWFA. We then further identified the functional
connectivity between the nodes. We found gamma power
in the left prefrontal region negatively correlated with the
alpha power over the left temporal and visual regions in
the HC condition, both before and after the presentation
of the sentence-final words.
Alpha Depression Reflects Engagement of the
Language Network during Prediction
What explains the stronger anticipatory alpha power
suppressions for the HC context in the left language
system? Alpha oscillations have been initially regarded
to reflect “cortical idling” as alpha power increased when
eyes are closed compared with when eyes are opened
(Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996). This view has
been replaced by the notion that alpha power is involved
in the allocation of computational resources by actively
inhibiting task-irrelevant regions (Payne & Sekuler, 2014;
Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). This also
implies that an alpha power decrease reflects the en-
gagement of task-relevant regions. As such, modulations
in alpha power reflect the active allocation of resources
in the working brain (Boudewyn et al., 2017). A strong case
has beenmade for sensory regions, such as the visual (non-
linguistic stimuli: Spaak et al., 2015; van Dijk, Schoffelen,
Oostenveld, & Jensen, 2008; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; lin-
guistic stimuli: Magazzini, Ruhnau, &Weisz, 2016), auditory
(Leske et al., 2014, 2015), and somatosensory system
(Haegens, Nácher, Luna, Romo, & Jensen, 2011; Haegens,
Osipova, Oostenveld, & Jensen, 2010). We here suggest
that the HC context engages the language network as
reflected by reduced alpha power. Importantly, these re-
sults extend the functional role of the alpha activity from
Figure 7. The TFRs of power contrast between the incongruent (IC)
and congruent (C) words after the presentation of the sentence-final
words in the high-frequency band at six selected sensors (as indicated
in B). (A) The IC words induced stronger gamma power increase than
the C words over left frontal and temporal sensors. (B) Topographic
distributions of the gamma effect in the time windows that showed
significant differences (see box in MLT 25). The clusters of sensors
that showed significant difference are highlighted with black dots.
(C) Source localization results of the gamma effect (IC minus C) after
the presentation of the sentence-final words. The results are masked by
50% maximum difference as no statistically significant cluster was found
between the IC and C conditions at the source level. The results are
shown on the coronal plane (Talairach coordinates: y = 10.5 mm) as
well as projected to the cortical surface. The gamma power increase was
estimated to left inferior frontal and left temporal cortex. (D) Gamma
power (60–90 Hz) between 0.15 and 0.65 sec of sensors that showed
significant congruency effect (as indicated in B) for four conditions.
HC = highly constraining; LC = low constraining; C = semantically
congruent; IC = semantically incongruent.
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primarily operating in sensory regions to the extended
language network.
The sources of the alpha suppression were found in
LIFC extending to ventromedial pFC, left posterior tem-
poral region, VWFA, left hippocampus, and right cerebel-
lum. The VWFA supports processing of orthographic
information (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011), which might also
be influenced by top–down mechanisms (Price & Devlin,
Figure 8. Cross-frequency connectivity between VWFA alpha power
and gamma power in the source space (A) before and (B) after the
target words were presented. The power–power correlation values
were projected to the cortical surface (masked by the statistically
significant cluster tested against zero). (A) Before the target words were
presented, the HC context induced a significant negative alpha–gamma
correlation over the left inferior and middle frontal cortex, whereas
no significant negative correlation was observed for the LC context.
(B) After the target words were presented (shown in bottom row), the
HC context induced a significant negative alpha–gamma correlation
over bilateral prefrontal and right posterior temporal regions, whereas
no significant negative correlation was observed for the LC context.
Figure 9. Cross-frequency connectivity between left temporal alpha
power and gamma power in the source space (A) before and (B) after
the target words were presented. (A) Before the target words were
presented, the HC context induced a significant negative alpha–gamma
correlation over the superior medial frontal and left prefrontal regions,
whereas the LC context induced a significant negative alpha–gamma
correlation only over the superior medial frontal region. (B) After the
target words were presented, the HC context induced a significant
negative alpha–gamma correlation over the left prefrontal, right
superior parietal, and occipital regions. No significant correlation was
found in the LC context.
Figure 10. Cross-frequency connectivity between left inferior frontal
alpha power and gamma power in the source space (A) before and
(B) after the target words were presented. (A) Before the target words
were presented, the low constraining (LC) context induced a significant
negative alpha–gamma correlation over the right parietal and occipital
cortex. No significant correlation was found in the highly constraining
(HC) context. (B) After the target words were presented, the HC context
induced a significant negative alpha–gamma correlation over right
parietal, temporal, and visual cortex, whereas no significant correlation
was found in the LC context.
Figure 11. Cross-frequency connectivity between left inferior frontal
gamma power and the alpha power before (A) and after (B) the
presentation of the target words. (A) Before the target words were
presented, the highly constraining (HC) context induced a marginally
significant negative gamma–alpha correlation in the left inferior
temporal and right visual cortex (power–power correlation values were
masked by 50% maximum difference), whereas the low constraining
(LC) context induced a significant negative gamma–alpha correlation in
the right inferior frontal and temporal regions. (B) After the target
words were presented, the HC context induced a significant negative
gamma–alpha correlation in bilateral visual cortex, whereas the LC
context induced a significant negative gamma–alpha correlation in right
posterior temporal region.
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2011). Consistently, Levy et al. (2013) found that alpha-
band suppression in the VWFA mediates conscious word
form perception. In addition, Strauß, Kotz, Scharinger,
and Obleser (2014) found decreased alpha power over left
posterior temporal areas with increased activation of se-
mantic features. The anticipatory alpha effect in the VWFA
suggests preactivation of the predicted orthographic
representation. The posterior temporal cortex was found
to be involved in long-term storage and retrieval of lexical
representations, including phonological word forms,
morphological information, word meanings, and syntactic
templates (Hagoort, 2013, 2016; Lau & Nguyen, 2015;
Lau, Phillips, & Poeppel, 2008). We therefore suggest that
the preactivation of the VWFA is supported by the lexical
access in the left posterior temporal cortex.
Lau et al. (2008) suggested that the LIFC mediates the
retrieval and selection of lexical representations. Hagoort
(2005, 2013) proposed that LIFC serves to unify multiple
sources of information, as has been supported in previ-
ous fMRI studies (e.g., Hagoort & Indefrey, 2014; Obleser
& Kotz, 2010; Snijders et al., 2008; Baumgaertner, Weiller,
& Büchel, 2002). The LIFC alpha suppression might re-
flect predictions based on unified lexical representation
from the preceding context in association with lexical
retrieval from the temporal cortex. The LIFC engagement
extended to ventromedial pFC, which plays an important
role in generating predictions in relation to context (Bar,
2007). In addition, the LIFC and ventromedial pFC have
numerous reciprocal anatomical connections with tem-
poral and occipital brain regions (Xiang, Fonteijn, Norris,
& Hagoort, 2010; Rilling et al., 2008; Bar et al., 2006). These
anatomical connections might provide the infrastruc-
ture to support the top–down control on lower-level pro-
cesses. Previously, Dikker and Pylkkänen (2013) used
prelearned pictures to create predictions for a specific
word. They found stronger theta (4–7 Hz) activities in left
temporal, ventromedial prefrontal and visual cortex for
highly predictive compared with less predictive pictures.
In natural language comprehension, prediction generally
arises from complex interactions between semantic asso-
ciations and high-level syntactic structure. Our findings
suggest that prediction engages several nodes from the
language network as reflected by a decrease in alpha
band activity.
We also identified alpha power depression in the
hippocampus and cerebellum. Both regions have been
related to sequential processing and prediction. Some
fMRI studies found that hippocampal activation was
modulated by the degree to which upcoming events could
be predicted (Schiffer, Ahlheim, Wurm, & Schubotz, 2012;
Harrison, Duggins, & Friston, 2006; Strange, Duggins,
Penny, Dolan, & Friston, 2005) and that hippocampal
pattern completion is related to action-based mnemonic
expectation (Hindy, Ng, & Turk-Browne, 2016). Given
the sequential and relational nature of language, the
hippocampus might also be involved in generating lan-
guage predictions. Recently, Piai et al. (2016) recorded
brain activities from the hippocampal structure during
sentence completion. They found theta power increase
for the HC relative to LC contexts, providing direct evi-
dence for the involvement of hippocampus during the
generation of semantic meanings on the basis of predic-
tion. The cerebellum was found to be important for rep-
resenting the temporal relationships between events
(Pisotta & Molinari, 2014) and for generating antici-
pations during language comprehension (Moberget,
Gullesen, Andersson, Ivry, & Endestad, 2014; Leggio
et al., 2008). The cerebellum also contributed to speech
timing, phonological aspects of lexical access, and artic-
ulatory control (Hertrich, Mathiak, & Ackermann, 2016;
Marvel & Desmond, 2016; Ziegler, 2016), so the right
cerebellum activation might indicate the preactivation
of the phonological properties of the highly expected
words. A recent fMRI study measured BOLD signals
before participants made anticipatory eye movements
toward the spatial location that was associated with
expected target word category (Bonhage, Mueller,
Friederici, & Fiebach, 2015). Both language network
(e.g., left inferior frontal gyrus and left superior tempo-
ral areas) as well as hippocampus and cerebellum were
activated. In summary, consistent with literature from
other domains, we have shown that the language net-
work and subcortical regions are engaged before the
onset of a highly predicted word.
In addition to the modulation in the alpha band, stron-
ger beta power suppression was induced by the highly
relative to the low constraining context. Increased beta
synchronization has been proposed to reflect top–down
predictions to hierarchically lower processing levels
(Friston et al., 2015; Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015). However,
we observed greater beta power suppression associated
with stronger predictions. Our findings are consistent with
a study by Magyari, Bastiaansen, de Ruiter, and Levinson
(2014) reporting stronger beta power suppression (11–
18.5 Hz) when there was a strong prediction of the ter-
mination of a conversation. In addition, Piai et al. (2014,
2015) found decreased power in the alpha and beta
ranges (8–30 Hz) before naming pictures in highly relative
to low predictive context. In short, our finding provides
converging evidence that beta power suppression is asso-
ciated with prediction.
After the presentation of the target words, the incon-
gruent (IC) words induced greater alpha power suppres-
sion compared with the congruent (C) words in the left
temporal, bilateral occipital cortex, as well as bilateral cer-
ebellum. These regions were also more strongly activated
in the HC context than the LC context in the prediction
period. In addition, the alpha modulation in response to
the semantic congruency (IC vs. C) was stronger in the
HC condition than the LC condition. Therefore, the alpha
suppression might reflect further engagement of the pre-
activated brain regions to integrate the words into the
contexts. Because the violation of expectancy is greatest
in the HC/IC condition, the engagement of brain areas
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for integration of word meaning into context was found
to be strongest in this condition.
Induced Gamma Band Activity Does Not
Reflect Prediction Error
After presentation of the target words, the IC words in-
duced stronger gamma power than the C words in left
prefrontal and temporal regions in both the HC and LC
conditions. The comparable gamma effect between the HC
and LC conditions argues against the claim that gamma
activity relates to prediction error (Friston et al., 2015;
Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015), as the prediction error in the
HC condition is stronger than that in the LC condition. The
absence of a significant gamma effect between the HC and
LC words was unlikely due to low statistical power, as in
fact the LC/IC words seemed to induce stronger gamma
power than the HC/IC words (see Figure 7D). The left
frontal and temporal regions have been related to semantic
unification and retrieval (Hagoort, 2005, 2013), so the
increased gamma activity might reflect increased unifi-
cation load and semantic retrieval effort of the IC words
relative to the C words (Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, &
Petersson, 2004). Some previous studies have reported
greater gamma activity in response to highly expected
compared with unexpected words (e.g., Monsalve, Pérez,
& Molinaro, 2014; Molinaro, Barraza, & Carreiras, 2013;
Wang et al., 2012; Penolazzi, Angrilli, & Job, 2009). The
discrepancy might be related to the composition of the
stimuli set in a particular experimental setting, such as
the level of attention and prediction (as discussed in Lewis
& Bastiaansen, 2015).
Functional Connectivity between Left Inferior
Frontal and Temporal Areas as Reflected by
Cross-frequency Correlations between
Alpha and Gamma Activity
The negative trial-by trial correlation between alpha and
gamma power suggests that the stronger alpha suppres-
sion is associated with increased gamma power. This
alpha–gamma coupling was found between alpha band
activity in the left temporal and VWFA and gamma activity
in the left prefrontal area. It was only present in the HC
condition. Moreover, the alpha–gamma coupling was
present both before and after the presentation of the
sentence-final words. Given that the temporal and VWFA
activities reflect the preactivation of the lexical repre-
sentation of highly predicted words, the coupling between
the alpha in these regions and the gamma in the left pre-
frontal region is likely to support the exchange and inte-
gration of information between frontal and posterior areas
during language comprehension (Baggio & Hagoort,
2011). Because the couplingwas only found forHC contexts,
it might further facilitate the unification of upcoming words.
Such frontal–posterior coupling is in line with the study by
Park et al. (2015). They found that low-frequency brain oscil-
lations in frontal brain region modulate the brain activity
over the left auditory cortex during continuous speech per-
ception. Therefore, our study for the first time demonstrates
that the frontal gamma and posterior alpha plays an impor-
tant role in supporting predictive top–down control over the
processing of lexical information during reading.
In conclusion, stronger alpha power suppression was
found for the highly compared with low constraining
sentences just before predicted words. The sources of
this effect were localized to the LIFC, left posterior tem-
poral region, VWFA, extending to left hippocampus and
right cerebellum. In addition, the incongruent words
induced a stronger gamma power increase over left fron-
tal and temporal regions as well as stronger alpha power
decrease over left temporal, bilateral visual context, and
cerebellum compared with the congruent words. Impor-
tantly, the left temporal and VWFA alpha power was neg-
atively correlated with the frontal gamma power for the
highly constraining sentences in both the prediction and
integration periods of the sentence-final words. These re-
sults suggest that the involved areas functionally interact
by cross-frequency coupling between alpha and gamma
activity. Our study extends previous research on the func-
tion of alpha oscillations by demonstrating that decreased
alpha power reflects the engagement of higher-level lan-
guage areas and that language processing might be sup-
ported by the coupling between the alpha and gamma
activities. In the future, it would be of great interest to
conduct studies in which prediction is associated with pre-
activation in a representational-specific sense and relate
those to alpha suppression.
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